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written records. A study of the idea of the hero can provide an excellent point of liaison between the cultural heritage and the real world of the secondary student. This is one of the recurring aspects of human existence which is manifested today in no different a pattern than in the time of Oedipus.
A good place to begin this study is with the students' own definitions of the word "hero." They can then compare them with those in the dictionary. Some of the definitions listed in lWebster's Third New International Dictionary are the following: a mythological or legendary figure endowed with great strength, courage, or ability, favored by the gods, and often believed to be of divine or partly divine descent; a man of courage and nobility famed for his military achievements: a man admired for his achievements and noble qualities and considered a model or ideal: the principal male character in a drama, novel, story, or narrative poem: the central figure in an event, action, or period.
It is evident from these definitions that we have come to call the standard bearer of the "best" the hero. It is he who incorporates into the context of his existence the ethos of an age and thereby becomes its symbolic embodiment.
The best standard work on the hero is available in paperback. In Joseph The hero springs from his society, transcends that society and has a vision of the future, and ultimately returns to bring that message to his people. Campbell identifies the typical path of the hero as "separation, initiation, and return" and identifies this pattern as the hero "monomvth." Thus, we have the embodiment of the "best" following a typical and traditional route to the fulfillment of his destiny.
N the simplest version of the monomyth, the hero leaves his ordinary world, encounters a supernatural force which he vanquishes, and then returns to present this boon to his fellow man. This is the pattern we see in "Jack-inthe-Beanstalk" and similar fairy tales. It is also the pattern of "Saint George and the Dragon." On a more difficult literary level we see the pattern in the Anglo-Saxon epic, Beowulf. The hero leaves his comfortable kingdom to battle the supernatural monster, Grendel. He vanquishes Grendel and is joyously reunited with his people. In "Sir Gawain and the Green Knight," Sir Gawain leaves the court of King Arthur to battle the Green Knight and he then returns to the court having made the world a better place for knights.
This version of the monomvth requires exceptional courage of the hero but does not require him to sacrifice himself for his fellow man. The Old Testament story of "David and Goliath" and the Greek myth of Theseus in common with the story of Beowulf, permit the hero to live out his life honorably in the midst of the people to whom he has given the boon.
A more complex version of the monomyth does not permit the easy re-entry into society. The hero must pay with his own personal suffering for the blessing he confers on society. His mission, which is his link to his fellow-men, also separates him from them and he cannot reap the simple rewards of a Beowulf. The boon plucked by him for the world does not return it to an old balance. On the contrary, his boon must unbalance the powers of the world. And, when he does this, "the powers that he has unbalanced may react so sharply that he will be blasted from within and without" (Campbell, p. 30).
A protagonist in Greek legend who epitomizes this variation is Prometheus, who defied Zeus, king of the gods, and gave fire to mankind. This version of the hero moves him into the majestic dimension of tragedy for he knows in advance the price he may pay for his service to humanity and, with this full knowledge, consciously makes his choice.
The way in which Prometheus obtained fire for men was through trickery, or, as Campbell puts it, through "quick device." The hero who moves too quicklv to his goal or attempts to get it by violence or luck so unbalances the fabric of society that he can never go home again. The changes that this hero brings about place him beyond the pale or protection of society. Therefore, Prometheus was doomed to suffer eternal torments. His own pain was the price for the boon and he had no one to lift him from his misery. "Alas for me," he says in the play by Aeschylus, "such inventions I devised for mankind, but for myself, I have no cunning to escape disaster."' This is the version of the monomyth which we find in the stories of Jesus Christ, Joan of Arc, and Che Guevera. Luke's persecution begins after he has the temerity to address this man directly. "Luke," his friend warns him "ain't no one allowed to speak to No Eyes." This supernatural figure is malevolent, and because he is all-powerful he can see everything through his mirrored glasses and possesses absolute power of life and death over ordinary men.
Big Nurse, in the Kesey novel, also rules through supernatural powers which include the ability to read thoughts. She has never been bested by ordinary mortals whether they were patients or fellow workers. Her exceptional power gives her the ability to change her shape like witches in traditional fairy tales: She's swelling up, swells till her back's splitting out the white uniform and she's let her arms section out long enough to wrap around the three of them five, six times... her painted smile twists, stretches to an open snarl, and she blows up bigger and bigger, big as a tractor, so big I can smell the machinery inside the way you smell a motor pulling too big a load. . . . But just as she starts crooking those sectioned arms around the black boys. .. all the patients start coming out of the dorms . . and she has to change back before she's caught in the shape of her hideous real self.
What is the boon which Luke and
McMurphy bring to their new societies which is so threatening to the establishments of each that they must die? On the surface the changes they have occasioned are not even evident. The chain gang continues and so does the mental hospital. But, the boon is the same in both stories. They have shown their fellow prisoners that even in the most extreme circumstances man can retain the last and possibly the greatest of human freedoms. That is, the freedom to choose his own attitude in any set of circumstances. Once the men have understood the possibility of inner freedom, the foundations of fear and desperation on which the power of the establishment has been based are irrevocably shaken.
Luke first confers the boon on his fellow prisoners when he accepts willingly the most difficult job given to the chain gang and makes it into a game. When the men learn that they must tar a road, a familiar despair settles on them. They have had no hero to show them that when a man is not free it does not matter whether he cuts grass or tars a road. It is still the establishment which has set the rules and it is their manipula-tion which forces men to see a value in the lesser of two evils. But, with Luke leading them, the men finish the job two hours ahead of time. They are exhilarated and filled with laughter instead of the exhaustion and hopelessness typical of their reaction.
"Luke, you crazy, wild, beautiful thing," his friend shouts exultantly.
After that, Luke's fate is determined. He has defeated the supernatural monster with laughter and must be punished for ripping apart the old fabric of his society. The slow crucifixion of his body to destroy his mind begins. But nothing can destroy his joy in life. Even with his ankles in chains he laughs at the tenacity of a snapping turtle which just won't let go. And finally :they are forced to kill him, but they cannot kill his boon. His friend tells the other men that even in death he was smiling that special "Luke smile," and in the final chain gang scene his friend is smiling that legendary smile and it is evident that Luke's message has reached his fellowmen.
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